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Control System Design: Getting Started with Arduino and MATLAB 

Supplemental Information 
 

The original Japanese-language version of this textbook was published in 2012, so there have 

been some updates and changes to various aspects that are not included in the main text. A description 

of these changes, at the time of writing (January 22, 2016), is detailed below, along with a table of 

recommended programs and products needed for the experiments. 

 

 Recommended Also Confirmed 

OS of host PC Windows 7 32bit Windows 7 64bit  

MATLAB/Simulink Version R2012a  
R2012a student 
version R2015b 

MATLAB/Simulink Toolbox 
Control System Toolbox 

(required) 
  

Arduino IDE v1.01 (arduino.cc) 
 v1.7.8 (arduino.org) 
v1.6.7  (arduino.cc)  

Arduino IO  Version 4.2 Version 4.5  

Arduino Board 
Mega 2560 R3 or Uno 

R3 
  

 

 

Programs [Section 1.5 – Source Code and Supplementary Information] 

All of the scripts and Simulink models described in the book are provided and can be added to 

your Matlab library. Note that these programs may vary slightly from the pictures in the textbook. The 

main code will be the same, but wherever there is a variable that the book instructs you to change, the 

default number could be different than expected. Always make sure that the variable values are the 

ones that you have calibrated for your setup, so that you do not damage the motors. Additionally, the 

COM port selection will have to change for each Simulink model. Be aware of this when there is a 

Matlab Script that executes a Simulink model automatically. 

 Download instructions for the source code are available on the website for this book.  
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ArduinoIO [Section 2.5 - Installing ArduinoIO] 

This package is no longer officially supported by Mathworks. However, it can still be 

downloaded and used normally, at the time of writing this. It is recommended for use with Matlab 

R2013b or earlier. At the time of writing, the latest version is 4.5, which is confirmed to work, with only 

a few slight differences from 4.2. 

To download ArduinoIO, go to http://jp.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/32374-

legacy-matlab-and-simulink-support-for-arduino and click “Download Zip” on the top right. After that, 

see section 2.5 of the textbook for details of installation. 

 

http://jp.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/32374 [January 20, 2016] 

ArduinoIO [Section 2.5.3 – Sketch upload to Arduino] 

The main difference between ArduinoIO v4.2, which is described in the textbook, and v4.5, 

which is the latest version, is the adiosrv.pde file that no longer exists. Instead of uploading that sketch 

to your board, you will upload adios.pde.  

File location: C:\Arduino\ArduinoIO\pde\adioes\adioes.pde 

These files are almost identical. For information on how to install the Adafruit Motor Shield 

library in the latest version of ArduinoIO, read the readme.txt file in the ArduinoIO folder. 

  

http://jp.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/32374-legacy-matlab-and-simulink-support-for-arduino
http://jp.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/32374-legacy-matlab-and-simulink-support-for-arduino
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Arduino Group and Hardware [Section 1 - Introduction] 

After this textbook was published, there was a split in the Arduino Group. The Italian branch 

(Arduino SRL) operates off of Arduino.org and the USA branch (Arduino LLC) operates off of Arduino.cc. 

The experimental kit uses products from Gheo SA, which has a contract with the Italian branch at the 

time of writing. It is unlikely that the Arduino Uno or Mega will be effected by the split, but in the case of 

divergence in hardware or utility, refer to the documentation on Arduino.org. 

 

Arduino Software [Section 2.2 - Installing Arduino IDE] 

There has been some divergence in the available software. To download the classic Arduino IDE 

1.0.1 version described in the book, you must go to Arduino.cc, as described in section 2.2 of the 

textbook. However, that version of the IDE is outdated and no longer supported by the development 

team. The oldest release available on Arduino.org is 1.0.6.1. 

 

Arduino LLC (USA) website, www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Software [January 20, 2016] 

The most recent release available at the time of writing is 1.7.8. To download this, visit 

http://www.arduino.org/software. Note that the textbook only has instructions for Arduino IDE, not 

Arduino Studio, or any other new development environment. Once you download the zip, the 

instructions for installation are the same as described in section 2.2 of the textbook. 

http://www.arduino.org/software
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Arduino SRL (Italy) website, http://www.arduino.org/software [January 20, 2016] 

 If you use Arduino IDE v1.6.1 or later from Arduino.cc with your board from the experimental 

kit, you may get a message that says “This board comes from an uncertified manufacturer. We won’t be 

able to provide any support if it doesn’t work as expected.” This is because of the Arduino group 

differences. It is still safe to use the board and the IDE together. 
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Matlab [Section 1.4 - Environment for Implementing the Content] 

In order to download a previous version of Matlab, log into your Mathworks account and go to 

“my account” at https://www.mathworks.com/mwaccount/. Go to the downloads section and click on 

“Download Products.” There should be a “Download Earlier Release” option on the right side of the 

page at https://www.mathworks.com/downloads/select_release , where you can choose R2012a, the 

version of Matlab described in the book.  

 

https://www.mathworks.com/mwaccount [January 20, 2016] 

 

https://www.mathworks.com/downloads/select_release [January 20, 2016] 

https://www.mathworks.com/mwaccount/
https://www.mathworks.com/downloads/select_release
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Matlab [Section 2.5.2– Setting MATLAB/Simulink] 

If you choose not to downgrade to an older version of MATLAB, there are some compatibility 

issues that you will have to fix. At the time of writing, all of these issues are fixable in R2015b. 

When you run the install_arduino script, the Matlab Toolbox folder may already have a file 

named arduino.m so you will get an error that says “There is at least another arduino.m file in the path, 

please delete any other versions before installing this one.” After running install_arduino, there will be a 

variable called “wa” that holds the file location names of each instance of the name “Arduino.m”. Type 

“wa” into the command line to view this location. You will need to remove it from the path. 

Navigate the “Current Folder” window in MATLAB to the folder you want to add or remove from 

the path. Only files in the path will be executable. You can only add/remove folders, not individual files, 

in the path. To add/remove in the path, right click on the desired folder, and select the appropriate 

option. You can also use the “Set Path” window, which you can find in the “HOME” tab in MATLAB. 

 

MATLAB arduino.m error message [January 22, 2016] 

The Simulink library may be in .mdl format, but it needs to be in .slx format for some newer 

versions of MATLAB. Open your Simulink library browser and click the error message at the top of the 

window that should show up if you have this issue. Follow the instructions onscreen to update the file 

type. You can also do this manually from the folder location. The Simulink models in the source code 

folders will not load properly until this is done. 

Note that during simulations run from Simulink, you will not see status messages in the 

command line. Instead, you can view them in the “Diagnostic Viewer” 

 


